
Provide quality care with 
cloud-first solutions

Cloud-power your practitioners to get faster 
access to information and provide better care in 
the moment.

Enable secure entry points into 
the cloud with ChromeOS
Giving employees ready  access to medical records 
and information can improve safety, efficiency and 
patient confidence. Healthcare workers can access 
a single, centralized source of truth from a device or 
shared workstation in seconds. With easy, 
comprehensive device management and a lower 
total cost of ownership2, ChromeOS is the smart 
choice for any healthcare organization.

1  The Physicians Foundation 2016 Physician Survey

2  Chromebook TCO Calculator for Enterprise, ESG

Time constraints on healthcare workers 
can have a detrimental impact on their 
performance. Staff need a way to access 
information on-the-go, reduce 
unnecessary admin, and overcome 
frustrating data silos.

With Chromebooks, boot time 
shrank dramatically. Chromebooks 
start up right at the Citrix login 
screen, so caregivers can access 
clinical data right away."

Matt Thorne
Head of IT, Chapters Health System

Only 14% of healthcare workers report having the time 
they need to provide the highest standards of 
care.1

https://physiciansfoundation.org/press-releases/the-physicians-foundation-2016-physician-survey/
https://cloud.google.com/chrome-enterprise/chromebooks/tco-calculator/


Spend less time worrying 
about technology, and more 
time caring for patients:

Mobilize healthcare workers 
Provide easy and secure access to the information 
and apps that practitioners need, whether visiting 
patients in hospital or at home.

Digitize training and communications 
Keep employees engaged with shared devices for 
ongoing training. House custom apps with managed 
Google Play to maintain control over deployment.

Temporary staff
Deploy Chromebooks in minutes and share securely 
among shift staff and visiting professionals. ‘Grab 
and go’ self-service model enables access from any 
device, with all session data wiped after each use.

Shared workstations 
Provide seamless and secure access to EHR 
systems via a fixed or mobile shared workstation 
using single sign-on and VDI solutions.  
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Find out more about how Google ChromeOS can transform your 
healthcare operations, at https://chromeenterprise.google/os/healthcare/

Ready access to information
Support for healthcare apps 
via the Chrome Browser, VDI 
and Android apps

A better way to work
Background updates, 10 
second boot time and a 
familiar UI make it easy to 
start and stay fast without 
compromising security

Versatile devices
Flexible device options for any 
use case whether it’s a shared 
workstation or a portable 
device for a mobile worker.

Key benefits for 
Your workforce:

https://chromeenterprise.google/os/healthcare/

